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Ukrainian designers present their national fashion collection “Most Beloved
Ukraine” at the Toronto Ukrainian Festival in Canada on 16-18 September
2016.
In this difficult time for Ukraine, when country is in the military conflict and under constant
attacks from the aggressor state Russia, 20 designers from all regions of Ukraine united in the
National Design Art Center “Fashion Globus Ukraine” to create united collection. This collection is
aimed to draw attention of the world community to the huge cultural capacity of Ukraine.
For the first time in the history of Ukrainian Fashion and Festival on Toronto, Ukrainian art design
presents as a national collection “Most beloved Ukraine’ of the united country. This event initiated
by famous Ukrainian designer and an organizer of “Fashion Globus Ukraine” Golda Vinogradska.
Together with designers from West, East, South and North regions, she created modern Ukrainian
collection, which represents all national features of the country: dry elegancy of the West, bright
colors of the East, light variance of the South and worldliness of the North Ukraine. The
embroidered clothes and yellow-blue colors are not monolithic coloring of all Ukraine. We want
to show the diversity of Ukrainian culture in one national collection.
The show will be supported by video materials made by the Ukraine Today TV journalists from
all parts of Ukraine recent 14 months: from the begging of the political changes and the revolution
at Maidan. The music score at the show will be presented by famous Ukrainian musicians: “Okean
Elzy”, Ruslana, “Skryabin”, Jamala, Onuki and “S.K.A.Y.”.
Golda Vinogradskaya, the organizer of “Fashion Globus Ukraine” says: “We, the Ukrainian
designers, are ambassadors of beauty and creative wealth of Ukraine. We want to demonstrate
to the whole world that Ukraine is reach by its talented, spiritual and cultural people. Ukrainian
people want to protect its own country, their cultural treasure from the neighbor country, Russia
aggression. Today more than ever before, Ukraine and the Ukrainians need World community’s
support”.
For more information, please contact: +38 067 -220-86-37
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